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Karen Bondarchuk recalls that about five years ago,
when she was driving a lot, she would play a
game.“I’d see a heap of tires on the side of the road,
and I’d imagine a claw sticking up in the air,” she said.
Soon, she began gathering up those bits of tire as a
Sunday morning ritual, and sculpting the polystyrene,
with wood inside, into the shapes of large crows and
ravens. As she sees it, she uses scavenged materials to
make scavengers.
Today the birds, she admitted, “have taken over my
studio, and I let them.”
Bondarchuk, assistant professor of art, will be one of
about 30 members of Western Michigan University’s
Gwen Frostic School of Art faculty and staff who’ll
display pieces in the annual art faculty exhibit, which
opened on Thursday and runs through Dec. 23. The
works will range from oil on canvas and mixed media
to sculpture and, well, crows.
Bondarchuk’s piece for the show is a charcoal-and-ink
drawing of a defiant black bird titled, “In Defense of a
Stolen Golf Ball.” And it’s tall. “The scale being six
feel tall, I want people to look at this and think of
themselves,” Bondarchuk explained.
She was inspired by a story she heard about ravens
stealing balls from a Virginia golf course. “The ravens
were fascinated by the golf balls. (In her drawing for
the faculty show), the raven is defending itself.
Which begs the question: What’s with all the crows and ravens? “They’re maligned by some cultures, revered by
others,” replied Bondarchuk, who’s long been interested in birds in general. “They’re very human and have a lot of
our capacities. They can size up a situation, they have a degree of intelligence.”
The Corvus corax have done well for her: Some of her work is in the National Gallery of Canada’s permanent
collection, and in 2007 her “Corvus Deflatus,” a prone, larger-than-life crow created from those tire scraps, won the
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts’ People’s Choice Award. The piece later was included in a year-long touring show for
the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Gallery’s “Birds in Art” exhibition. “It was an unusual piece for them to pick,”
Bondarchuk admitted.
Thomas Turner, on the other hand, has discovered his material of choice isn’t as easy to come by as cruising along
the highway. A part-time faculty member who will be showing two or three pieces of his jewelry in the exhibition,
Turner works primarily in gold.
“I like its working features — its beauty, its openness to manipulation, its durability,” he said. “But the price (has
become) a moving target.” To compensate, and to control costs, he has begun using sterling with the gold in his
work.
A practicing artist for more than 30 years, Turner said he was lucky to “come out of school when the market was

right for handmade art and jewelry. I developed a following.”
He begins his design process with knowing what he wants to make — a brooch, necklace, ring, earrings, a piece of
sculpture. Then he turns on music, takes off his shoes and engages in “mental meanderings” with a sketchpad.
He keeps in mind wearable sculpture should look as good off the body and on. He also enjoys early discussions with
customers.
“People come to you because they like what you have to say” in your art, he said. Fifty percent of his work is on
commission.
Turner has won the KIA Area Show’s Best in Show, as well as Best of Media and first place at the Kalamazoo Art
Fair.
His parents in Detroit collected Asian art, he said, and he learned from that exposure “to appreciate saying more by
saying less.”
By not overloading a piece “creates a visual allure. What you’re withholding is saying more.” In the finished work,
then, “all the elements have a reason,” Turner said.

